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ALPHANUMERIC SERIES 

Directions (1-5):  Study the following arrangement 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

 N R 3 1 & S 5 M I 9 P 6 # B 2 A $ K O 8 Z @ C 4 ® 

U λ 7 Y H 

 

1) How many such symbols are there in the above 

arrangement, each of which is immediately 

preceded by a consonant but not followed by a 

number? 

a) None 

b) One 

c) Two 

d) Three 

e) None of these 

 

2) Four of the following five are alike in a certain 

way based on their positions in the above 

arrangement and so form a group. Which is the one 

that does not belong to that group? 

a) MP5 

b) B$# 

c) SM& 

d) KZ$ 

e) CU@ 

 

3) In the above given series, which element will be 

tenth to the left of the one which is fifth to the left of 

„@‟? 

a) $ 

b) S 

c) 5 

d) & 

e) None of these 

 

4) What should come in place of the question mark 

(?) in the following series based on the above 

arrangement?   

3&5     IP#   2$O  ?        

a) @4U 

b) ZC® 

c) 8@4 

d) C®U 

e) None of these 

 

5) Which element is ninth to the right of thirteenth 

element from left end? 

a) @ 

b) 1 

c) λ 

d) I 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (6 -10) Study the following arrangement 

to answer the given questions. 

R  #  T  U  3  D  $  J  @  B  E  8  ©  W  1  A  F  %  P  2 

 4  Q  I  N  6  M  *  Z  5 

 

6) If all the numbers are dropped from the above 

arrangement, which of the following will be the 

ninth from the right end? 

a) A 

b) F 

c) W 

d) R 

e)T 

 

7) Which of the following will be the sixth to the left 

of the fourteenth from the left end of the above 

arrangement? 

a) R 

b) T 
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c) U 

d) J 

e) None of these 

 

8) Which of the following is the fifth to the right of 

the thirteenth to the left of Q in the given 

arrangement? 

a) W 

b) @ 

c) U 

d) * 

e) None of these 

9) How many such vowels are there in the above 

arrangement, each of which is immediately 

preceded by a consonant and immediately followed 

by a number? 

a) None 

b) One 

c) Two 

d) Three 

e) Four 

 

10) How many such symbols are there in the above 

arrangement, each of which is immediately 

preceded and also immediately followed by 

consonant? 

a) One 

b) Two 

c) Three 

d) More than four 

e) None 

 

ORDER AND RANKING 

Directions (11–14): Study the following information 

carefully to answer the given questions 

There are seven persons namely- R, S, T, U, V, W and 

X. Each of them earns different salaries. T earns more 

than R but less than S. V does not earn more than U, 

who is the second lowest earner. X earns more than W 

who is third highest salary. X does not earn the highest 

or lowest salary. 

 

11) Who is the highest salaried person? 

a) S 

b) U 

c) T 

d) W 

e) None of these 

 

12) Who is the lowest salaried person? 

a) U 

b) W 

c) T 

d) V 

e) None of these 

 

13) How many persons getting less salary than T? 

a) None 

b) 3 

c) 5 

d) 2 

e) None of these 

 

14) Who got the second highest salary? 

a) V 

b) T 

c) X 

d) W 

e) None of these 

 

15) Six persons L,M,N,O,P and Q, each having 

different scores, M scored less than only O. L scored 

more than N and Q but less than P. Q did not score 

the lowest. How many persons scored more than Q? 

a) None 

b) One 

c) Two 

d) More than three 

e) None of these 

 

16) Ashok is 16th from the top and twelfth from the 

bottom in merit in the class. How many students are 

there in the class? 

a) 29 
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b) Cannot be determined 

c) 28 

d) None of these 

e) 27 

 

17) Among Taral, Taran, Tarik, Tariq and Tarit 

each having a different weight, Taran is heavier 

than only Tarik. Taral is heavier than Taran and 

Tarit but not as heavy as Tariq. Who is the third 

heaviest among them? 

a) Taral 

b) Taran 

c) Tariq 

d) Tarik 

e) Tarit 

 

18) In a row of thirty five children, Prem is fifteenth 

from the right end and there are ten children 

between Prem and Udaya. What is Udaya's position 

from the left end of the row? 

a) 5
th

 

b) None of these 

c) 15
th

 

d) 30
th

 

e) Data inadequate 

 

19) Aravind is older than Gandhi. Praveen is 

younger than Gandhi and Karan. Karan is not as 

old as Aravind. Who among Aravind, Karan, 

Gandhi and Praveen is the oldest? 

a) Aravind 

b) Gandhi 

c) Aravind or Gandhi 

d) Data inadequate 

e) None of these 

 

20) In a row of childre 

n facing North, Ganesh is twelth from the left end. 

Karthik who is twenty-second from the right end is 

fourth to the right of Ganesh. Total how many 

children are there in the row? 

a) 35 

b) 36 

c) 37 

d) 34 

e) None of these 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BLOOD RELATION 

Directions (21-22): Study the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

Seven persons S, T, U, V, W, X and Y are same family 

members. There are three couples in the family. T is 

the father of V. V is the father of W. Y is the mother of 

W. U is the mother in law of X. U is the mother of T‘s 

son. T doesn‘t have any daughter.  

 

21) How is S related T? 

a) Daughter 

b) Grandson 

c) Son 

d) Son in law 

e) None of these 

 

22) How is W related to X? 

a) Niece 

b) Nephew 

c) Son 

d) Cannot be determined 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (23-24): Study the information given 

below and answer the questions carefully. 

There are six members in the family, two married 

couples. C is the only son of A. G is daughter in law of 

F. D is only daughter of F. B is the son of G.  A is 

mother of D. 

 

23) How is D related to G? 

a) Sister 
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b) Daughter 

c) Sister in law 

d) Wife 

e) None of these 

 

24) How is C related to B? 

a) Grandfather 

b) Brother 

c) Father 

d) Son 

e) None of these 

 

25) If „P $ Q‟ means „P is father of Q‟; „P # Q‟ 

means „P is mother of Q‟; „P * Q‟means „P is sister 

of Q‟, then how is D related to N in N#A$B*D ? 

a) Nephew 

b) Grandson 

c) Grand daughter 

d) Data inadequate 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (26-30) Read the following information 

and answer the following questions. 

A, B, C, D, E and F are six family members. A and B 

are a married couple. E is sister of D. B is daughter-in-

law of F, who is grandmother of E‘s brother. D is the 

only son of C, who is brother of A. 

 

26) How many female members are there in the 

family? 

a) Two 

b) Three 

c) Four 

d) Data inadequate 

e) None of these 

 

27) How is C related to E? 

a) Mother 

b) Brother 

c) Sister 

d) Father 

e) None of these 

 

28) How is F related to D? 

a) Grandmother 

b) Grandfather 

c) Father 

d) Mother 

e) Cannot be determined 

 

29) What is the relation between E and B? 

a) B is the sister of E 

b) E is the nephew of B 

c) B is the sister of E 

d) E is niece of B 

e) Cannot be determined 

 

30) Which of the following statement is true? 

a) C is the daughter of F 

b) E is the daughter of B 

c) B is aunt of D 

d) E is grandson of F 

e) All are true 

 

DIRECTION SENSE 

Directions (31-32): Study the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

Point P is 6m to the south of point R. Point M is 8m to 

the east of point R. Point T is 6m to the south of point 

M. Point X is 12m to the north of point U which is 4m 

to the west of point T. Point Z is 7m to the west of 

point X.  

 

31) In which direction point Z with respect to point 

T? 

a) North 

b) South 

c) Northeast 

d) Northwest 

e) South west 

 

32) What is the shortest distance between X and M? 

a) 13m 

b) 2√13m 
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c) 3√13m 

d) 4√10m 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (33-34): Study the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

Point Q is 5m to the south of point P. Point Q is 8m to 

the west of point R. Point S is 4m to the east of point T. 

Point S is 6m to the south of point R. 

 

33) In which direction point R with respect to point 

P? 

a) North 

b) South 

c) Northeast 

d) Northwest 

e) Southeast 

 

34) What is the shortest distance between T and Q? 

a) 13m 

b) 2√13m 

c) 3√13m 

d) 4√10m 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (35-36): Study the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

A car starts from Point Z and runs 15km towards north. 

It takes right turn and runs 20km. it now runs 5km after 

taking a left turn. It finally takes a left turn runs 20km 

and stops at point Y. 

 

35) How far is Point Y from Point Z? 

a) 15km 

b) 30km 

c) 60km 

d) 20km 

e) None of these 

 

36) Towards which direction was the car moving 

before it stopped at point Y? 

a) East 

b) North-East 

c) West 

d) North-West 

e) None of these 

 

Direction (37-38): Study the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

 Arjun starts bike from his home to his office. 

From his home he travelled 5 km to reach point P and 

took a left to reach point R after travelling 7 km. From 

that point he took a left turn and travelled for 4 km to 

reach point Q. From the point Q, he travelled towards 

east for 2 km to reach point T. Then, he took a left turn 

and travelled for 5 km to reach point S. Finally he took 

a left turn and travelled for 3 km to reach his office. 

 

37) What is the shortest distance between Arjun‟s 

home and his office? 

a) 4√13 km 

b) 6 km 

c) 7.5 km 

d) 2√13 km 

e) 10 km 

 

38) What is the direction of point S with respect to 

point P? 

a) Northeast 

b) South 

c) Southeast 

d) West 

e) Southwest 

 

Direction (39-40): Read the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

            A bus starts from station A and moves south for 

7 km to reach station B. Then it takes left and moves 

for 5 km to reach station C, which is 10 km to the south 

of station D. After the bus reaching stations D, it took a 

right and moves for 6 km to reach station E. Then it 

takes right turn and moves for 5 km to reach station F. 

From the station F, it takes a right turn and moves for 8 

km to reach station G. 
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39) What is the direction of station G with respect to 

station A? 

a) South 

b) East 

c) Northeast 

d) Southeast 

e) Southwest 

 

40) What is the shortest distance between the 

stations A and F? 

a) 5√2 km 

b) 5√5 km 

c) 6√5 km 

d) 2√5 km 

e) 5√7 km 

 

CODING DECODING 

Direction (41-45): Read the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

In certain codes: 

―Newspaper may be choice published‖ was coded as 

―lkferokofjowrei‖ 

―All newspaper was mobile power‖ was coded as 

―eroljbqwrnbcwea‖ 

―No Mobile was charging power‖ was coded as 

―qwroesljbweakoq‖ 

 ―All charging may choice power‖ was coded as 

―qwrkof  lkf  nbcoes‖ 

 

41) What is the code for the word “no”? 

a). kof 

b). koq 

c). jow 

d). rei 

e). Lkf 

 

42) What is the code for the word “Choice”? 

a). lkf 

b). oes 

c). kof 

d). Either b or c 

e). Either a or c 

 

43) What is the code for the word “published”? 

a). jow 

b). rei 

c). ero 

d). Either a or c 

e). Either a or b 

44). What is the code for the word “power”? 

a). ljb 

b). oes 

c). nbc 

d). wea 

e). Qwr 

45). What is the code for the word “mobile”? 

a). kof 

b). ljb 

c). wea 

d). nbc 

e). Cannot be determined 

 

 

Direction (46-50): Read the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below. 

 

i) If the first letter is a consonant and the fifth letter of 

the word is a vowel, then interchange the codes for 

both first and last letters in the word. 

ii) If the first letter is a vowel and the last letter is a 

consonant, then the last letter is to be coded as code for 

the last but one in the word. 
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iii) If both the first as well as the last letters are 

consonant, then both letters are to be coded as code for 

the second letter in the word. 

46) What is the code for „ETHONAM‟? 

a) 3©572*$ 

b) 3©572** 

c) *©572*$ 

d) 3©572$$ 

e) None of these 

 

47) What is the code for „JOGHEZA‟? 

a) &7@539& 

b) &7@539* 

c) *75@39& 

d) *7@539& 

e) None of these 

48) What is the code for „NOTHBNG‟? 

a) 77©5#27 

b) 27©5#27 

c) 27©5#2@ 

d) 77©5#2& 

e) None of these 

 

49) What is the code for „AKGTCFO‟? 

a) 76©@4%7 

b) *6©@4%7 

c) 76@©4%* 

d) *6@©4%7 

e) None of these 

50) What is the code for „FORTONE‟? 

a) %7#©723 

b) 37#©27% 

c) 37#©72% 

d) 37#©72$ 

e) None of these 

 

OTHER TOPICS: 

Directions (51-55): Read each statement carefully 

and answer the following questions: 

MOVE     MICE     DRAG    CASE    NEAR  

 

51) How many letters are there in the English 

alphabetical series between the second letter of the 

third word from the left and the Third letter of the 

second word from the left end? 

a) 13 

b) 12 

c) 14 

d) 18 

e) None of these 

 

52) If the given words are arranged in the order as 

they would appear in the English Dictionary from 

left to right , Which of the following will be third 

from the left end? 

a) MOVE 

b) MICE 

c) DRAG 

d) NEAR 

e) None of these 

 

53) If in Each of the given words, each of the 

consonants is changed to the previous letter and 

each Vowel is changed to the next letter in English 

alphabetical series, in How many words thus 

formed will be there no vowel? 

a) 5 

b) 4 
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c) 3 

d) 2 

e) None of these 

 

54) If in each of the words, all the alphabets are 

arranged in the English alphabetical order within 

the word, then how many words will not begin with 

a vowel? 

a) 3 

b) 2 

c) 1 

d) 4 

e) None of these 

 

55) If the first alphabet in each of the word is 

changed to the previous alphabet in the English 

alphabetical order, then how many words have 

three vowels? 

a) 1 

b) 3 

c) None 

d) 2 

e) 5 

 

56) How many such pairs of letters are there in the 

word “INSURANCE” each of which has as many 

letters between them in the word as in the English 

alphabet (Both forward and backward)? 

a) One 

b) Two 

c) Three 

d) Four 

e) None of these 

 

 

57) Find the Next element in the series 

A2Y C4W E6U  _____ 

a) G8T 

b) H8R 

c) G8S 

d) I18P 

e) None of these 

 

58) If each vowel of the word “TAMILNADU” is 

changed to the next in the English alphabetical 

series and each consonant to the previous letter in 

the English alphabetical series and then the 

alphabets thus formed are arranged in alphabetical 

order from left to right, which of the following will 

be third from the right end? 

a) C 

b) S 

c) M 

d) L 

e) None of these 

 

59) How many pairs of letters are there in the word 

“SCLEROTIC” which has as many letters between 

them as in the alphabetical series (Both forward and 

backward)? 

a) One 

b) Two 

c) Three 

d) More than Three 

e) None 

 

60) How many pairs of letters are there in the word 

“DEMOGRAPHICS” which have as many letters 

between them in the word as in alphabetical series 

(Both forward and backward)? 

a) One 

b) Two 

c) Three 

d) Four 

e) None of these 

 

61) If it is possible to make a meaningful word with 

the First, fifth, sixth, eighth, Tenth, Twelfth and 

Thirteenth letters of the word 

“AUTHORITARIAN”. What would be the Fifth 

letter of the newly formed word? If more than one 

such word can be formed give X as the answer. If no 

such word can be formed, give Y as your answer. 

a) C 
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b) P 

c) Y 

d) X 

e) N 

 

62) How many pairs of Numbers are there in the 

Numbers “8325792146” which have as many 

Numbers between them in the number as they have 

in the natural numbers (Both forward and 

backward)? 

a) 6 

b) 7 

c) 9 

d) 8 

e) None of these 

63) Find the Next element in the series 

B4Y   E8V   H16S ____ 

a) K32P 

b) K32O  

c)  K64P 

d) K32Q 

e)  None of these 

 

64) If it is possible to make meaningful word with 

the Second, Fourth, Seventh and Tenth letters of the 

word “REGULATIONS” Which would be the 

Third letter of the word? If more than one such 

word can be formed give X as the answer. If no such 

word can be formed, give Y as your answer. 

a) T 

b) N 

c) Y 

d) X 

e) E 

 

65) In the given number „4590172386‟, if all the 

digits which is a multiple of 3 is arranged by 

ascending order form left to right, followed by the 

digits which is a multiple of 4 is arranged in 

ascending order and the remaining digits are 

arranged in descending order same from the left to 

right. Then, which of the following digit will be 

second to the left of the number which is Fourth 

from the right end of the row? 

a) 8 

b) 7 

c) 9 

d) 4 

e) None of these 

 

Direction (66-70): Study the following numbers 

carefully and answer the questions given below 

based on the numbers. 

968   597   674   473   375 

 

66) If 1 is subtracted from the every odd digit and 1 

is added to every even digit of each number, then 

which of the following will be lowest number? 

a) 968 

b) 375 

c) 473 

d) 597 

e) None of these 

 

67) If the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 digits in each numbers are 

interchanged, then which of the following number 

will be the second highest? 

a) 597 

b) 968 

c) 674 

d) 375 

e) None of these 

 

68) If all the digits of the numbers are arranged in 

ascending order within the number from left to 

right, then which of the following is lowest number? 

a) 375 

b) 473 

c) 674 

d) 597 

e) None of these 

 

69) What is the sum of 3
rd

 digit of largest number 

and 1
st
 digit of smallest number? 
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a) 9 

b) 10 

c) 11 

d) 12 

e) None of these 

 

70)  If 2
nd

 digit of 3
rd

 highest number is divided by 

3
rd

 digit of second lowest number, then what will be 

the resultant? 

a) 5 

b) 3 

c) 2 

d) 4 

e) None of these 

 

Answers 

ALPHANUMERIC SERIES 

Directions (1-5):  

1) Answer: B 

N R 3 1 & S 5 M I 9 P 6 # B 2 A $ K O 8 Z @ C 4 ® U 

λ 7 Y H 

There is only one such symbol in the given 

arrangement - Z @ C 

 

2) Answer: C 

a) MP5: M—(+3) =P; M—(-1)=5 

b) B$#: B—(+3)=$; B—(-1)=# 

c) SM&: S—(+2)=M; S—(-1)=& 

d) KZ$: K—(+3)=Z; K—(-1)=$ 

e) CU@: C—(+3)=U; C—(-1)=@ 

Hence, option c) SM& is an odd one. 

 

3) Answer: C 

Tenth to the left of fifth to the left of ‗@‘ i.e. 15th to 

the left of ‗@‘ is ‗5‘. 

 

4) Answer: B 

3&5     IP#   2$O   ? 

N R 3 1 & S 5 M I 9 P 6 # B 2 A $ K O 8 Z @ C 4 ® U 

λ 7 Y H 

Hence, the answer is ‗ZC®‘ 

 

5) Answer: A 

Ninth to the right of thirteenth element from left end 

i.e. 22nd from the left end is ‗@‘. 

 

 

Direction (6-10) 

6) Answer: B 

R # T U 3 D $ J @ B E 8 © W 1 A F % P 2 4 Q I N 6 

M * Z 5 

Ninth from the right end 

F 

 

7) Answer: D 

6th to the left of the 14th from the left end –> 8th from 

the left end 

R # T U 3 D $ J @ B E 8 © W 1 A F % P 2 4 Q I N 6 

M * Z 5 

 

8) Answer: A 

R # T U 3 D $ J @ B E 8 © W 1 A F % P 2 4 Q I N 6 

M * Z 5 

13th to the left of Q – @ 

5th to the right of – W 

 

9) Answer: C 

TU3, BE9 

10) Answer: D 

R#T, D$J, J@B, F%P, M*Z 

 

 

 

ORDER AND RANKING 

Directions (11 – 14): 

S > X > W > T > R > U > V 

 

11) Answer: A 

12) Answer: D 

13) Answer: B 

14) Answer: C 

 

15) Answer: D 

O > M > P > L > Q > N 

 

16) Answer: E 
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Total number of students in the class 

= 16 + 12 – 1 =27 

 

17) Answer: E 

Ascending order of weight: Tarik<Taran<Tarit<Taral< 

Tariq 

So, third heaviest is Tarit. 

 

18) Answer: E 

Since Udaya can be to the right of Prem 

35   ———————————- 15th—————- 10 

————– 4th 

Prem – 15
th

 

Udaya – 4
th

 

or to the left of Prem 

9———- 10th ——————– 15
th

 ———– 14 

Udaya – 10
th

 

Prem – 15
th

 

Udaya‘s position can‘t be determined. 

 

19) Answer: A 

Gandhi <Aravind; Praveen < Gandhi, Karan; Karan 

<Aravind 

Aravind> Karan / Gandhi > Praveen 

 

20) Answer: C 

Total number of children in a row 

= 12 + 4 + 22 – 1 = 37 

 

 

BLOOD RELATION 

Directions (21-22): 

 
21) Answer: C 

22) Answer: D 

 

Directions (23-24): 

 
23) Answer: C 

24) Answer: C 

25) Answer: D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Directions (26-30) 
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26) Answer: B 

27) Answer: D 

28) Answer: A 

29) Answer: D 

30) Answer: C 

 

DIRECTION SENSE 

Directions (31-32): 

31) Answer: D 

Point Z is northwest direction from point T. 

 
 

32) Answer: B 

Explanation: XM=√ (6
2
+4

2
) =2√13m 

 
 

 

Directions (33-34): 

33) Answer: E 

 
 

34) Answer: B 

 
Directions (35-36): 

 

 
35) Answer: D 

36) Answer: C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Direction (37-38): 
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37) Answer: D 

Shortest distance = √ (6
2
 + 4

2
) km 

= √ (52) km 

= 2√13 km  

 

38) Answer: A 

 

Direction (39-40): 

 
39) Answer: D 

40) Answer: B 

 

 

 

 

CODING DECODING 

Direction (41-45): 

 
 

41. Answer: B 

42. Answer: E 

43. Answer: E 

44. Answer: E 

45. Answer: E 

 

 

Direction (46-50): 

46) Answer: B 

The word ‗ETHONAM‘ satisfy the second condition, 

so we have to code for the last letter same as code for 

the immediate neighbour letter of the last letter in the 

word. 

 

47) Answer: D 

The word ‗JOGHEZA‘ satisfies the first condition, so 

we have to interchange the both first and last letters in 

the word. 

 

 

48) Answer: A 
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The word ‗NOTHBNG‘ satisfy the third condition, so 

we have to code the first and last letters of the word is 

same as second letter of the word. 

 

49) Answer: D 

The word ‗AKGTCFO‘ does not satisfy any condition, 

so we code this as it is. 

 

50) Answer: C 

The word ‗FORTONE‘ satisfies the first condition. So, 

we have to interchange the both first and last letters in 

the word. 

 

OTHER TOPICS: 

Directions (51-55): 

51) Answer: C  

52) Answer: B 

 

MOVE     MICE     DRAG    CASE    NEAR 

CASE       DRAG     MICE      MOVE    NEAR 

 

53) Answer: B  

MOVE    MICE     DRAG    CASE     NEAR 

LPUF      LJBF       CQBF      BBRF     MFBQ 

 

 

54) Answer: C  

MOVE    MICE     DRAG    CASE     NEAR 

EMOV   CEIM      ADFR     ACES       AENR 

 

55) Answer: C 

MOVE    MICE     DRAG    CASE     NEAR 

LOVE     LICE       CRAG     BASE      MEAR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

56) Answer: A 

 
57) Answer: C 

First letter of the word = +2  

 A+2=C 

C+2 =E,  

E+2 = G, 

Last letter of the word= -2 from reverse. 

Y – 2=W 

W - 2= U 

U - 2= S 

Numbers = 1*2=2,  

2*2=4,  

3*2=6 

4*2=8 

 

58) Answer: C 

 
59) Answer: D 

 
 

 

60) Answer: D 
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61) Answer: C 

No such a word is formed using the letter – A, O, R, T, 

R, A, N. 

 

62) Answer: C 

Pairs are –Forward- 35, 24 

Backward – 85, 21, 51, 81, 32, 25, 28 

 

63) Answer: A 

First letter of the word = +3  

B+3=E 

E+3=H,  

H+3=K, 

Last letter of the word= -3 from reverse. 

Y–3=V 

V–3=S 

S–3=P 

Numbers = 4*2=8,  

8*2=16,  

16*2=32 

 

64) Answer: B 

2
nd

 letter - E 

4
th

 letter - U 

7
th

 letter - T 

10
th

 letter – N 

Meaningful word- Tune. 

Third letter of the word = N. 

 

65) Answer: A 

By applying above conditions we get- 3694875210 

8 is second to the left of the number which is Fourth 

from the right end of the row 

 

 

 

Directions (66-70): 

66. Answer: B 

968 597 674 473  375 

879 486 765 562 264 

 

67. Answer: A 

968 597 674 473  375 

869 795 476 374 573 

 

68. Answer: B 

968 597 674 473  375 

689 579 467 347 357 

 

69. Answer: C 

8+3=11 

 

70. Answer: B 

9/3=3 
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